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“Simplicity never goes out of style - this is 

our philosophy at STAC!Our frustration with

the lack of this simplicity in the fine jewellery we owned 

made us think of STAC. All the pieces we owned were heavy,

kept in our bank lockers and taken out only for special 

occasions. We realized this was the case with most girls in our

generation and so decided to build something that every girl

has most likely looked for but couldn’t find-Fine Jewellery  

that can be worn every day, that the modern girl feels

proud to own, and that doesn’t break the bank!”
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Our Story

-Founders - Rashi Sanghvi & Aakriti Tapuriah
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Our Classic collection is a tribute to

Bold Minimalisty�

New Beginnings! 
Recreating the idea of fine jewellery, these pieces are contrary 

to your Traditional designs. Straight-line, minimalist and

Absol�ely E�ential, you can STAC them or simply wear

them as they are because Simplicity never goes out of style.
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Rose

Subtle Sparkle

Inspired by the shape of a 

Bl�ming Rose Bud, 
our rose cut collection is 

made for those who are 

reaching for Love and 
Calmne� in their lives. 

These specially cut 

diamonds have a larger 

surface area which give 

them their distinct lustre 

and keep those eyeballs 

coming back for more!

Cut

Everyday Luxury

x- model image



18 kt  jeweery made for YOU
N�  your Locker
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Everyday Emeralds
N@ure-Inspired

AND

Wardrobe Staple

Inspired by Nature and the Freshne� that comes 

with it, our Everyday Emeralds are just what you 

need to add some Magic to your wardrobe!

A perfect burst of Energy and Color
to your everyday!
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ThreeSixty One Minimalism
w�h a twist

For all those who 

dream of a Balanced 
Life (and the lucky few 

who already lead 

one!)- our threesixty 

one collection 

symbolizes just that! It 

values the skill of 

managing time; 

appreciates the need 

for Seren�y in your 

life while ensuring that 

‘one’ element of 

Sparkle Makes you 

stand out!



Gifting made easy for a
�ose you love, including YOURSELF!
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Water Love

Our Water Love collection is a mark of

Wisdom and Generos�y. Treasure it, Cherish it, because it 

is definitely here to make you feel like Royalty!! Made with 

pure pearls, this collection while remaining true to the 

everlasting essence of pearls, also adds its own twist to them, 

making them an effortless addition to

your Everyday Wardrobe.Everlasting Royalty
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Evil

Our evil eye collection is a 

small reminder that 

positivity and good vibes 

are Instruments of 
Pr�ection. We attract what 

we emit and good fortune 

often comes in unexpected 

shapes and sizes. We 

know you are the 

Master of  your F@e 
but a little good luck can 

go a long way, specially 

when it looks this good!

Eye

Pos�iv�y
and

G�d Vib e s



Making luxury fun, affordable
and part of your every day!
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Link

From settling the 

air-conditioner temperature 

battle to taking turns while 

dealing with that annoying 

client, Teamwork always 

goes a long way. Wear our 

Link up collection as a 

reminder of the Comfort 
that relationships bring or 

simply as a

Mark of your Grow�.

Up

Forever
Vers@ile

Links Of Gold
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The Bar

The Bar collection is 

ideal for those 

Ha�le-Free,
straight forward 

outfits; with its linear 

design and twinkling 

diamonds it is the 

Perfect Amount of 
Subtle your outfit 

needs! Ideal for 

stacking, our bar 

collection is tastefully 

created for

your every day!

Daily
E�entials



Cla�ic, minimalist and contemporary
pieces �@ you can enjoy wearing from
�e breakfast table to �e dance fl�r!
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Diamonds on the move

Embrace the Delic@e side of fine jewellery with this 

free-spirited collection where the diamonds are literally 

always on the move! This collection makes wearing 

jewellery fun! Keep it Light and Simple by wearing 

these pieces by themselves or STAC them for

a more Layered bold look Free-Spir�ed Jeweery
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Charm your Way

Customize your STAC Piece with charms for 

yourself, or someone special. These charms 

aren’t clichéd, nor are they cheesy and 

definitely not your charms from school. Pick 

your chain or bangle, go for a single charm or

Mix and M@ch; the Choice is yours.

Personal
AND

Charming

Conste@ion Charms



Made for Dancing, Typing,
Running (occasionay) and Pouring Wine,

These pieces are how We define Fun!


